USE 2" MAX. WASHED AND WELL-GRADED GRAVEL OR CRUSHED ROCK WITH LESS THAN 5% FINES

FILTER BERM

DRAPE FILTER FABRIC OVER BRUSH AND SECURE IN TRENCH (4"X4" MIN.) WITH COMPACTED NATIVE BACKFILL

UNCONCENTRATED SHEET FLOW

ANCHOR DOWNHILL EDGE OF FILTER FABRIC WITH STAKES, SANDBAGS OR EQUIVALENT

3'-5' MIN. HEIGHT

MIN. 5' TO 15' WIDE BRUSH BARRIER WITH MAX. 6" DIAMETER WOODY DEBRIS OR TOPSOIL STRIPPINGS

BRUSH BARRIER

NOTES:

1. DIRECT THE OUTLET SIDE OF THE ROCK FILTER BERM/DAMS ONTO A STABILIZED AREA, SUCH AS VEGETATION AND OR ROCK.

2. EMBED A MIN. OF 4" INTO THE EXISTING GROUND/EMBANKMENT.

3. USE 3:1 OR FLATTER SIDE SLOPES.

4. USED PRIMARILY AS A BASE MEASURE AT TOE OF SLOPE.